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Abstract
We establish the equivalence of three approaches to the theory of
finite dimensional quantum groupoids. These are the generalized Kac
algebras of T. Yamanouchi, the weak Kac algebras, i.e., the weak C∗-
Hopf algebras introduced by G. Bo¨hm–F. Nill–K. Szlacha´nyi which
have an involutive antipode, and the Kac bimodules. The latter are an
algebraic version of the Hopf bimodules of J.-M. Vallin. We also study
the structure and construct examples of finite dimensional quantum
groupoids.
INTRODUCTION
0.1. Our starting point is the following theorem, which was conjectured
by A. Ocneanu (see [21], the appendix in [7] and remark 4.7a in [9]) and was
proved by W. Szymanski [24], R. Longo [12], and M.-C. David [4]:
If M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ M3 is a Jones’s tower of type II1 von Neumann
factors with finite index [9], which is irreducible (i.e., M ′0 ∩M1 = C) and
of depth 2 (i.e., M ′0 ∩M3 is a factor), then M ′1 ∩M3 has a natural finite-
dimensional (f-d) Kac algebra [11], [7] structure which acts outerly on M2
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in such a way that the resulting crossed product is isomorphic to M3. This
gives an intrinsic characterization of inclusions of the mentioned type.
A similar result for infinite index inclusions was conjectured in [10] and
proved for arbitrary type factors in [6], [5].
It is natural to extend the above theorem to include reducible (i.e., C ⊂
M ′0 ∩M1) inclusions of depth 2. It is easy to produce an example of such
an inclusion by taking a crossed product M0 ⊂ M0 ×α G with G a finite
group and α an action which is not outer [6], [8], [20]. In this more general
context, M ′1∩M3 is no longer a Kac algebra. Nevertheless, it has an algebraic
structure which can be used in much the same manner.
0.2. A f-d generalized (gen.) Kac algebra [29] is a C∗-bialgebra with a
(generally) non-unital coproduct, an involutive antipode and a Haar trace.
Exactly as for Kac algebras [11], [7], the corresponding duality theory is
based on the usage of the fundamental operator W . W ∗ satisfies the pentag-
onal relation [1], but it is a partial isometry rather than necessarily being a
unitary. Despite this fact, one can still construct a gen. Kac algebra from
a given f-d multiplicative partial isometry [28]. Since a gen. Kac algebra is
commutative iff it is isomorphic to the algebra of complex-valued functions
on a finite groupoid (see [29], Theorem 7.32), one can consider two above
notions as “measurable versions” of a f-d quantum groupoid – “measurable”,
because their definitions contain explicitly (a gen. Kac algebra) or implicitly
(a multiplicative partial isometry) a Haar measure.
The corresponding infinite-dimensional structures are Hopf bimodules
[26] and pseudo-multiplicative unitaries [27] introduced using a fibered prod-
uct of von Neumann algebras [23]. In [8], a structure theory was considered
for von Neumann algebraic inclusions of depth 2 and any index, equipped
with an operator-valued weight verifying certain regularity conditions. On
the other hand, a f-d weak C∗-Hopf algebra ([2], [3]) generalizing a Kac al-
gebra and formulated in purely algebraic terms was used in [20] in order to
show that any inclusion given by a crossed product with such an algebra is
of depth 2. These authors employed a C∗-bialgebra with an antipode and
a counit instead of a Haar measure. It turns out that any depth 2 finite
index inclusion of II1 factors can be characterized this way - see [18], where
we used in an essential way the results of the present paper and those of
[16] on actions of weak Kac algebras (i.e., weak C∗-Hopf algebras with an
involutive antipode) on operator algebras.
We note that other formulations of the notion of quantum groupoids
have been proposed in [13], [15], and [25].
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In what follows all C∗-algebras and linear spaces over C are f-d.
0.3. In this paper we establish the equivalence of three versions of a f-d
quantum groupoid: the gen. Kac algebra, the weak Kac algebra, and the
Kac bimodule, an “algebraization” of the Hopf bimodule. We also study
the structure and construct examples of f-d quantum groupoids (some other
examples are given in [8], [3], [2]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 (Preliminaries) we dis-
cuss, following [23], [8], [28], a relative tensor product of Hilbert modules
and a fibered product of f-d C∗-algebras. Next, important notions of Car-
tan subalgebras (this term is borrowed from [22], [28]) and counital maps in
C∗-bialgebras are introduced. In their terms we define two auxiliary struc-
tures – counital C∗-bialgebras and Hopf bimodules, study their elementary
properties, and prove their equivalence.
In Section 2 we first discuss weak Kac algebras (see also [2], [3] for
much more complicated theory of general weak C∗-Hopf algebras). The
main results are existence and uniqueness of a Haar projection, normalized
Haar trace and a Haar conditional expectation on any weak Kac algebra.
This material can be read independently, one can look at Preliminaries if
necessary. Then the equivalence of the categories of gen. and weak Kac
algebras is established (see also a remark in [19] on this subject). The
equivalent language of Kac bimodules (i.e., Hopf bimodules [8], [26], [28]
equipped with a counit) gives a possibility to extend this theory to infinite-
dimensional case.
It is natural to consider a f-d quantum groupoid as non-trivial if it is non-
commutative and non-cocommutative (i.e., does not come from groupoids)
and is not a usual Kac algebra. Such examples are presented in Section 3.
In particular, a finite group acting on a weak Kac algebra gives, via crossed
product construction, a new weak Kac algebra. In such a way, we construct
a series of concrete non-trivial quantum groupoids of dimensions n3 (n ≥ 2).
Then we show that for any f-d C∗-algebra A there exists a unique weak
Kac algebra structure (non-trivial when A is non-abelian) on the full matrix
algebra Mn(C) (where n = dimA) with Cartan subalgebras isomorphic to
A. This gives a classification of weak Kac algebras simple as C∗-algebras.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank E. Effros for
stimulating discussions and E. Vaysleb for his useful comments. The second
author is deeply grateful to M. Enock and J.-M. Vallin for many important
discussions and also to Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mathematik in Bonn for
excellent conditions for his work.
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1 Preliminaries
1.1 Relative tensor product of Hilbert modules
1.1.1. Let θ be a faithful trace on a C∗-algebra N , L2(N) a Hilbert space
given by the GNS-construction for (N, θ), λ (resp., ρ) a faithful unital ∗-
representation (resp., anti-∗-representation) of N on L2(N) by operators of
left (resp., right) multiplication. Clearly, the commutant λ(N)′ = ρ(N).
Let α be a faithful unital ∗-representation of N in some other Hilbert
spaceH. ThenH can be viewed as a leftN -module αH : n·αζ = α(n)ζ (∀n ∈
N, ζ ∈ H). An operator R(ζ) : L2(N) → H (n → α(n)ζ) is such that
R(ζ)λ(n′) = α(n′)R(ζ) (∀n′ ∈ N), so, for any ζ, η ∈ H, operator R(ζ)R(η)∗
belongs to the commutant α(N)′ and < ζ, η >N= R(η)
∗R(ζ) belongs to the
commutant λ(N)′ which is isomorphic to the opposite C∗-algebra No.
In a similar way, if β be a faithful unital anti-∗-representation of N in
H, then H can be viewed simultaneously as a right N -module Hβ or as a
left No-module. An operator Ro(ζ) : L2(N) → H (n → β(n∗)ζ) is such
that Ro(ζ)ρ(n′) = β(n′∗)Ro(ζ) (∀n′ ∈ N), so, for any ζ, η ∈ H, operator
Ro(ζ)Ro(η)∗ ∈ β(N)′ and < ζ, η >No= Ro(η)∗Ro(ζ) ∈ λ(N).
1.1.2. If K is another Hilbert space carrying a faithful unital ∗-repre-
sentation γ of N , we obtain a relative tensor product H β⊗γ
N
K from H ⊗K
introducing the following inner product (and factorizing, if necessary):
(ζ1 ⊗ η1|ζ2 ⊗ η2) = (γ(< ζ1, ζ2 >No)η1|η2) (∀ζ1, ζ2 ∈ H, η1, η2 ∈ K).
Then there exists a linear operator Aβ,γ : H ⊗ K → H β⊗γ
N
K, the image
of ζ ⊗ η being denoted by ζ β⊗γ
N
η (∀ζ ∈ H, η ∈ K). One can also define
H β⊗γ
N
K by introducing the following inner product:
(ζ1 ⊗ η1|ζ2 ⊗ η2) = (β(< η1, η2 >N )ζ1|ζ2) (∀ζ1, ζ2 ∈ H, η1, η2 ∈ K),
this leads to a definition of a flip σβ,γ : H β⊗γ
N
K → K γ⊗β
No
H by σβ,γ :
ζ β⊗γ
N
η → η γ⊗β
No
ζ (∀ζ ∈ H, η ∈ K). This allows to define a flip Σβ,γ :
L(H β⊗γ
N
K)→ L(K γ⊗β
No
H) by Σβ,γ(X) = σ
∗
β,γXσβ,γ (∀X ∈ L(H β⊗γ
N
K)).
Recall also that β(n)ζ β⊗γ
N
η = ζ β⊗γ
N
γ(n)η (∀ζ ∈ H, η ∈ K,n ∈ N).
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1.1.3. Finally, if αHβ (resp., γKδ) is an (N,N)-bimodule with respect to
a ∗-representation α (resp., γ) and an anti-∗-representation β (resp., δ), then
H β⊗γ
N
K is also (N,N)-bimodule: n ·α [ζ β⊗γ
N
η] ·δ n′ = [α(n)ζ] β⊗γ
N
[δ(n′)η]
(∀ζ ∈ H, η ∈ K,n, n′ ∈ N).
The described construction does not depend on the choice of a faithful
trace on N (up to an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces).
1.2 Fibered product of C∗-algebras
Given two C∗-algebras M1,M2 such that β(N) ⊂ M1, γ(N) ⊂ M2, we con-
struct their fibered product - a canonical algebra (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) isomorphic
to the reduction of M1 ⊗M2 by some projection eβ,γ depending on β, γ.
1.2.1. First, we define (M ′1) β⊗γ
N
(M ′2) as a C
∗-algebra generated by
x β⊗γ
N
y (∀x ∈ M ′1, y ∈ M ′2) and then (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) := [(M
′
1) β⊗γ
N
(M ′2)]
′.
One can verify that:
[(M1) β∗γ
N
(M2)]
o = (Mo1) β∗γ
No
(Mo2),
Σβ,γ((M1) β∗γ
N
(M2)) = (M2) γ∗β
No
(M1),
(M1 ∩ β(N)′) β⊗γ
N
(M2 ∩ γ(N)′) ⊂ (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2),
(M1) β∗γ
N
(N) = (M1 ∩ β(N)′) β⊗γ
N
1K = (1H) β⊗γ
N
(M2 ∩ γ(N)′).
If β′ (resp., γ′) is an injective unital anti-∗-homomorphism (resp., ∗-
homomorphism) of N into another C∗-algebra L1 (resp., L2), and Φ :
M1 → L1 (resp., Ψ : M2 → L2) is a unital ∗-homomorphism such that
Φ ◦β = β′ (resp., Ψ ◦γ = γ′), then one can define a unital ∗-homomorphism
Φ β∗γ
N
Ψ : (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2)→ (L1) β′⊗γ′
N
(L2). This means, in particular, that if
β (resp.,γ) is an injective unital anti-∗-homomorphism (resp., ∗-homomor-
phism) of N into M1 (resp., M2), then one can define (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) (to be
a C∗-algebra) without any references to a specific Hilbert space.
Obviously, if τ : P → N is an isomorphism of C∗-algebras, then one can
identifyH β⊗γ
N
K withH β◦τ⊗γ◦τ
P
K, (M ′1) β⊗γ
N
(M ′2) with (M
′
1) β◦τ⊗γ◦τ
P
(M ′2),
and (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) with (M1) β◦τ∗γ◦τ
P
(M2).
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1.2.2. Let now H = K and eβ,γ be the support of the operator Aβ,γ (see
1.1.2.). Then one can show that eβ,γ ∈ β(N)⊗γ(N) and eβ,γ(β(n)⊗1H) =
eβ,γ(1H ⊗ γ(n)) (∀n ∈ N). Vice versa, let M1 and M2 be two C∗-algebras
acting in H such that β(N) ⊂ M1 and γ(N) ⊂ M2, and let eβ,γ ∈ β(N) ⊗
γ(N) be a projection satisfying the above relation. Then automatically
e = (id⊗ θ)(eβ,γ) ∈ Z(β(N)) and
||(eβ,γ)
1
2 (ζ ⊗ η)||2 = (β(< η, η >N )e
1
2 ζ, e
1
2 ζ) (∀ζ, η ∈ H),
which equals to ||e 12 ζ β⊗γ
N
η||2. So e 12 is invertible and there exists an
isometry Vβ,γ : H β⊗γ
N
H → H ⊗ H with final support eβ,γ , defined by:
Vβ,γ(ζ β⊗γ
N
η) = eβ,γ(e
− 1
2 ζ ⊗ η) (∀ζ, η ∈ H).
This isometry satisfies the following relations:
Vβ,γ(x β⊗γ
N
y) = (x⊗ y)Vβ,γ (∀x ∈ β(N)′, y ∈ γ(N)′);
(β(n)⊗ 1H)Vβ,γ = (1H ⊗ γ(n))Vβ,γ (∀n ∈ N);
(M ′1) β⊗γ
N
(M ′2) = V
∗
β,γ(M
′
1 ⊗M ′2)Vβ,γ ;
(M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) = V
∗
β,γ(M1 ⊗M2)Vβ,γ ,
and (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) is isomorphic to the reduced C
∗-algebra (M1 ⊗M2)eβ,γ .
Let iβ,γ be a non-unital injection of (M1) β∗γ
N
(M2) into M1 ⊗M2.
1.3 Counital C∗-bialgebras
Definition 1.3.1 a) A pair (M,∆) is said to be a gen. C∗-bialgebra if
M is a f-d C∗-algebra and a coproduct ∆ : M → M ⊗M is an injective ∗-
homomorphism (not necessarily unital) such that (∆⊗id)◦∆ = (id⊗∆)◦∆.
b) A triplet A = (M,∆, S) is said to be a gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra
if (M,∆) is a gen. C∗-bialgebra and a co-involution S : M →M is a unital
anti-∗-automorphism such that S2 = id and (S ⊗ S) ◦∆ = ς ◦∆ ◦ S, where
ς :M ⊗M →M ⊗M is a usual flip.
c) A homomorphism of gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebras (M1,∆1, S1) and
(M2,∆2, S2) is a unital ∗-homomorphism of C∗-algebras π : M1 →M2 such
that (π ⊗ π) ◦ ∆1 = ∆2 ◦ π, π ◦ S1 = S2 ◦ π. Clearly, gen. coinvolutive
C∗-bialgebras form a category.
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d) [29] A quadruplet GK = (M,∆, S, φ) is said to be a gen. Kac algebra
if A = (M,∆, S) is a gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra and a Haar trace φ is
a faithful trace on M such that φ ◦ S = φ and
(id⊗ φ)[(1⊗ y)∆(x)] = S[(id ⊗ φ)(∆(y)(1 ⊗ x))] (∀x, y ∈M).
Gen. Kac algebra is abelian, i.e., M is abelian (resp., symmetric, i.e.,
ς◦∆ = ∆), iff it is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on a finite groupoid
(resp., to the groupoid algebra of a finite groupoid) [29].
Given a gen. C∗-bialgebra, e = ∆(1), let us define two sets: Ns = {x ∈
M |∆(x) = e(1⊗x) = (1⊗x)e} andNt = {x ∈M |∆(x) = e(x⊗1) = (x⊗1)e}.
Proposition 1.3.2 [28] For any gen. C∗-bialgebra we have:
a) Ns and Nt are C
∗-subalgebras of M .
b) Ns and Nt commute: nn
′ = n′n (∀n ∈ Ns, n′ ∈ Nt).
Proof. a) It is clear that Ns and Nt are linear ∗-invariant subspaces of M
containing 1. For any x, y ∈ Nt we have:
∆(xy) = ∆(x)∆(y) = ∆(x)e(y ⊗ 1)
= ∆(x)(y ⊗ 1) = e(xy ⊗ 1),
so Nt is a C
∗-subalgebra of M ; similarly for Ns.
b) For all n ∈ Ns, n′ ∈ Nt we have:
∆(nn′) = ∆(n)e(n′ ⊗ 1) = ∆(n)(n′ ⊗ 1)
= e(1⊗ n)(n′ ⊗ 1) = e(n′ ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ n)
= ∆(n′)(1⊗ n) = ∆(n′n),
and the injectivity of ∆ gives the result.
Ns and Nt are said to be source and target Cartan subalgebras respec-
tively. In any generalized coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra S(Ns) = Nt.
Definition 1.3.3 A gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra is said to be counital if
the target counital map εt := µ(id⊗S)∆ : M →M (where µ :M ⊗M →M
is the multiplication in M) satisfies the following conditions:
1. εt(1) = 1.
2. Imεt ⊂ Nt.
3. (id⊗ εt)∆(x) = e(x⊗ 1) (∀x ∈ Ns).
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A definition of a morphism of generalized counital C∗-bialgebras is obvious.
Remark 1.3.4 a) Clearly, source counital map εs := µ(S⊗ id)∆ :M →M
has similar properties:
1’. εs(1) = 1.
2’. Imεs ⊂ Ns.
3’. (εs ⊗ id)∆(x) = (1⊗ x)e (∀x ∈ Nt).
4. S ◦ εt = εs ◦ S.
b) From 3 and 3’ we have (id ⊗ εt)e = e = (εs ⊗ id)e, together with 2
and 2’ this gives e ∈ Ns ⊗Nt.
c) (∆⊗ id)(e) = (id⊗∆)(e) = (e⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ e) = (1⊗ e)(e⊗ 1).
Indeed, let e =
∑n
i=1 xi ⊗ yi (where xi ∈ Ns, yi ∈ Nt - such a represen-
tation is possible by b)). Then, using the definition of Ns, we have:
(∆⊗ id)(e) =
n∑
i=1
∆(xi)⊗ yi =
n∑
i=1
e(1 ⊗ xi)⊗ yi = (e⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ e).
The other equalities are now obvious.
d) One can easily verify that:
εt(x)
∗ = εt(S(x)
∗), εt(xy) = εt(xεt(y)), εt(xn) = εt(xS(n))
for all x, y ∈M,n ∈ Nt, and similar relations for εs.
Proposition 1.3.5 εt(nS(n
′)x) = n · εt(x) · n′ (∀x ∈M,n, n′ ∈ Nt).
Proof. The definitions of Nt, Ns and the properties of ∆, S give:
εt(nS(n
′)x) = µ(id⊗ S)∆(nS(n′)x)
= µ(id⊗ S)[(n⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ S(n′))∆(x)]
= n · µ[(id⊗ S)∆(x)(1 ⊗ n′)] = n · εt(x) · n′.
Remark 1.3.6 a) Let us introduce the following structure of an (Nt, Nt)-
bimodule tMs on M : n ·t x ·s n′ = nS(n′)x (∀x ∈ M,n, n′ ∈ Nt). Then
Proposition 1.3.5 means that εt : tMs → Nt is the (Nt, Nt)-bimodule map.
b) One can prove the similar property for εs:
εs(xnS(n
′)) = S(n) · εs(x) · S(n′) (∀x ∈M,n, n′ ∈ Nt).
c) Proposition 1.3.5 and axiom 1 imply that εt equals to identity on Nt
and to S on Ns; similarly εs equals to identity on Ns and to S on Nt.
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Proposition 1.3.7 In any gen. counital C∗-bialgebra
e(S(n)⊗ 1) = e(1 ⊗ n), (S(n)⊗ 1)e = (1⊗ n)e (∀n ∈ Nt).
Proof. Clearly, the second relation can be deduced from the first. Then,
using successively the axiom 3, the definition of Nt, Proposition 1.3.5 and
axiom 1, we have for any n ∈ Nt:
e(S(n) ⊗ 1) = (id⊗ εt)∆(S(n)) = (id⊗ εt)e(1 ⊗ S(n)) = e(1⊗ n).
Definition 1.3.8 Let (M,∆) be a gen. counital C∗-bialgebra.
a) A projection Λ ∈M is said to be a Haar projection if
xΛ = εt(x)Λ (∀x ∈M), S(Λ) = Λ, εt(Λ) = 1.
b) A functional (resp., a faithful trace) φ on M is said to be a Haar
functional (resp., a Haar trace) if
(id⊗ φ)∆ = (εt ⊗ φ)∆, φ ◦ S = φ,
φ is said to be normalized if (id⊗ φ)e = 1.
c) A conditional expectation [9] Et : M → Nt (resp., Es : M → Ns) is
said to be target (resp., source) Haar conditional expectation on (M,∆) if
(id ⊗Et) ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ Et (resp., (Es ⊗ id) ◦∆ = ∆ ◦Es).
Obviously, the identities symmetric to a) and b) hold true for εs.
1.4 Counital Hopf bimodules
Definition 1.4.1 [26], [8]. A collection B = (N,M, t, s,∆) is said to be
a Hopf bimodule, if N,M are C∗-algebras, s (resp., t, ∆) is an injective
unital anti-∗-homomorphism (resp., ∗-homomorphism) of N → M (resp.,
N →M, M →M s∗t
N
M) such that
s(n)t(n′) = t(n′)s(n) ∀n, n′ ∈ N,
∆(t(n)) = t(n) s⊗t
N
(1), ∆(s(n)) = (1) s⊗t
N
s(n) (∀n ∈ N);
(∆ s∗t
N
id) ◦∆ = ((id) s∗t
N
∆) ◦∆.
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Let us clarify this definition. The structures of left, right N -module and
(N,N)-bimodule on M (tM,Ms and tMs respectively), can be defined by:
n·tm = t(n)m, m·sn′ = ms(n′), n·tm·sn′ = t(n)ms(n′) ∀m ∈M,n, n′ ∈ N.
Then the fibered product M s∗t
N
M is the (N,N)-bimodule
tM s∗t
N
Ms : n ·t (m s∗t
N
m′) ·s n′ = (n ·t m) s∗t
N
(m′ ·s n′),
for all m,m′ ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ N . So one can construct two fibered prod-
ucts: (M s∗t
N
M) s∗t
N
M and M s∗t
N
(M s∗t
N
M); both of them are isomorphic
to p(M ⊗M ⊗M)p, where p = (es,t ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ es,t) = (1 ⊗ es,t)(es,t ⊗ 1).
Two first conditions mean that ∆ :t Ms →t M s∗t
N
Ms is an (N,N)-bimodule
morphism; after that the last one is clear.
If B = (N,M, t, s,∆) is a Hopf bimodule, thenBo = (No,M, s, t,Σs,t◦∆)
is also a Hopf bimodule; obviously, Σs,t ◦∆ :M →M t∗s
No
M . If N is abelian
and t = s, then the two above Hopf bimodules coincide; we call such a Hopf
bimodule symmetric.
Definition 1.4.2 Let B = (N,M, t, s,∆) be a Hopf bimodule. A coinvo-
lution is such a unital anti-∗-automorphism S : M → M that S2 = id,
S ◦ t = s, and (S s∗t
N
S) ◦∆ = Σs,t ◦∆ ◦ S, where Σs,t :M s∗t
N
M =M t∗s
No
M
is a flip introduced in 1.1, 1.2. Then the collection B = (N,M, t,∆, S) is
said to be a coinvolutive Hopf bimodule.
Let us clarify this definition. The map Σs,t ◦∆ ◦ S is a unital injective
anti-∗-homomorphism of C∗-algebras M and M t∗s
No
M . Considering S as an
isomorphism between M and Mo, the map (S s∗t
N
S) is, according to 1.2,
the isomorphism of C∗-algebras M s∗t
N
M and Mo t∗s
N
Mo, the last algebra
coincides with [M t∗s
No
M ]o. Thus, the left-hand side of the discussed equality
is the unital injective anti-∗-homomorphism of C∗-algebras M andM t∗s
No
M .
Definition 1.4.3 A coinvolutive Hopf bimodule B = (N,M, t,∆, S) is said
to be counital if the target counital map ǫt := µ[id s∗t
N
S]◦∆ : M →M (where
id s∗t
N
S : M s∗t
N
M →M s∗s
N
Mo, the last one is a subalgebra in M ⊗Mo (see
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1.2), and µ : M ⊗Mo → M is the linear map given by the multiplication
in M) satisfies the following conditions:
1. ǫt(1) = 1.
2. Im ǫt ⊂ t(N).
3. ǫt : tMs → t(N) is the (N,N)-bimodule map.
A definition of a morphism of counital Hopf bimodules is clear.
Lemma 1.4.4 The categories of counital Hopf bimodules and gen. counital
C∗-bialgebras are equivalent.
Proof. a) Given a counital Hopf bimodule B = (N,M, t,∆, S), let us
consider the projection es,t ∈ s(N) ⊗ t(N) such that es,t(S(n) ⊗ 1) =
es,t(1 ⊗ t(n)) (∀n ∈ N) and M s∗t
N
M = (M ⊗ M)es,t , and the canoni-
cal injection of C∗-algebras is,t : M s∗t
N
M → M ⊗ M (see 1.2). Then
∆˜ = is,t ◦∆ : M →M ⊗M is an injective ∗-homomorphism (not necessarily
unital) such that:
(∆˜⊗ id) ◦ ∆˜ = (id⊗ ∆˜) ◦ ∆˜,
∆˜(t(n)) = (t(n)⊗ 1) · es,t, ∆˜(s(n)) = (1⊗ s(n)) · es,t, (∀n ∈ N),
from where ∆˜(1) = es,t ∈ M ⊗ M . Now it is clear that (M, ∆˜, S) is a
gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra such that ǫt = εt and t(N) ⊂ Nt, so the
conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 1.3.3 are satisfied. But the definition of Nt,
the structure of εt and the property εt(1) = 1 imply that εt is identical on
Nt; from Imεt ⊂ t(N) we have t(N) = Nt, so s(N) = Ns.
Finally, using the above properties of es,t, ∆˜ and ǫt, we have:
(id ⊗ εt)∆˜(s(n)) = (id⊗ ǫt)es,t(1⊗ s(n)) = es,t(1⊗ t(n))
= es,t(s(n)⊗ 1) (∀n ∈ N).
b) Given a gen. counital C∗-bialgebra (M, ∆˜, S) with Cartan subalgebras
Nt and Ns, put N = Nt, t = idN , s = S. Let H = L2(M) be the Hilbert
space given by the GNS-construction for (M,φ), where φ is a fixed faithful
trace on M . Then, using the properties of e (Remark 1.3.4 b), Propo-
sition 1.3.7), one can establish the following isomorphisms (see 1.1,1.2):
e(H ⊗H) ∼= H s⊗t
N
H, (e⊗ 1)(1⊗ e)(H ⊗H ⊗H) ∼= H s⊗t
N
H s⊗t
N
H, (M ′ ⊗
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M ′)e ∼=M ′ s⊗t
N
M ′, (M ′⊗M ′⊗M ′)(e⊗ 1)(1⊗ e) ∼=M ′ s⊗t
N
M ′ s⊗t
N
M ′ (spa-
tially). Then M s∗t
N
M is isomorphic to the reduced C∗-algebra (M ⊗M)e
and M s∗t
N
M s∗t
N
M is isomorphic to (M ⊗M ⊗M)(e⊗1)(1⊗e).
Taking into account the above isomorphisms, Definition 1.3.3 and Propo-
sition 1.3.5, one can see that the collection (N,M, t,∆, S) is a counital Hopf
bimodule. The statements concerning morphisms are obvious.
Obviously, es,t = 1⊗ 1 iff N = C.
Definition 1.4.5 Let B = (N,M, t, s,∆) be a Hopf bimodule. A condi-
tional expectation Et : M → t(N) (resp., Es : M → s(N)) is said to be a
target (resp., source) Haar conditional expectation on B if:
[(id) s∗t
N
Et] ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ Et, (resp.,[(Es) s∗t
N
(id)] ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ Es).
Here (id) s∗t
N
(Et) is the restriction of the map id⊗Et :M ⊗M →M →
t(N) to M s∗t
N
M ; since Et is a conditional expectation, this restriction is
a well defined map from M s∗t
N
M = (M ⊗M)es,t to M s∗t
N
t(N) = (M ⊗
t(N))es,t . Similarly for (Es) s∗t
N
(id).
Clearly E is a source (resp., target) Haar conditional expectation on a
counital Hopf bimodule B iff it is a source (resp., target) Haar conditional
expectation on the corresponding gen. counital C∗-bialgebra.
Remark 1.4.6 There exists a duality theory for gen. Kac algebras [29]:
for any K = (M,∆, S, φ) one can construct a dual gen. Kac algebra Kˆ =
(Mˆ , ∆ˆ, Sˆ, φˆ) in such a way that the algebra dual for Kˆ is isomorphic to K.
It is shown in [28] that for any gen. Kac algebra: a) Nt = M ∩ Mˆ is a
target Cartan subalgebra and the conditions of Proposition 1.2 are satisfied;
b) there exists the unique right Haar conditional expectation E : M → Nt,
which can be defined as the orthogonal projection on Nt in the Hilbert space
given by the GNS-construction for (M,φ) such that φ ◦ E = φ.
2 Weak and generalized Kac algebras, Kac bimo-
dules
2.1 Weak Kac algebras
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Definition 2.1.1 A counit for a gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebra (M, ∆, S)
is such a linear map ε :M → C that (ε⊗ id)∆ = (id⊗ ε)∆ = id and:
1). ε(S(x)) = ε(x), ε(x∗) = ε(x).
2). (ε⊗ ε)((x ⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ y)) = ε(xy) (x, y ∈M, e := ∆(1)).
A collection WK = (M,∆, S, ε) satisfying 1)-2) and
3). (εs ⊗ id)∆(x) = (1⊗ x)e,
where εs = µ(S ⊗ id)∆, µ : M ⊗M → M is a multiplication in M , is said
to be a weak Kac algebra. A homomorphism π : WK1 → WK2 of weak
Kac algebras is a homomorphism of their gen. coinvolutive C∗-bialgebras
(Definition 1.3.1 c)) which preserves the counits, i.e., ε2 ◦ π = ε1. Clearly,
weak Kac algebras form a category.
The above notion is the special case (S2 = id) of the notion of a weak C∗-
Hopf algebra introduced in [3]. It becomes a usual Kac algebra iff either
e = 1⊗ 1, or ε(xy) = ε(x)ε(y), or µ(S ⊗ id)∆(x) = ε(x)1 (∀x ∈M).
Proposition 2.1.2 The set of axioms 2) and 3) is equivalent to the follow-
ing set of axioms:
A2. (ε⊗ id)((x ⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ y)) = (ε⊗ id)((x ⊗ 1)∆(y)),
A3. (id⊗ ε⊗ id)[(e ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗∆(x))] = e(1 ⊗ x),
A4. εs(x) = (id⊗ ε)((1 ⊗ x)e) (∀x, y ∈M).
Proof. Indeed, applying (id ⊗ ε) to 3), we get A4. This, in its turn, gives
A3’. (id⊗ ε⊗ id)[(1 ⊗∆(x))(e ⊗ 1)] = (1⊗ x)e,
which is clearly equivalent to A3.
Finally, using the above identities and the standard notation ∆(x) =
x(1) ⊗ x(2) (∀x ∈M), we have equality A2’:
(ε⊗ id)((1 ⊗ x)e(y ⊗ 1)) = (ε⊗ ε⊗ id)((1 ⊗∆(x))(e⊗ 1)(y ⊗ 1⊗ 1))
= (ε⊗ ε)((1 ⊗ x(1))e(y ⊗ 1))x(2)
= (ε⊗ id)(∆(x)(y ⊗ 1)).
which is equivalent to A2. Vice versa, applying ε to A2, we get 2), and we
get 3) combining A3’ and A4.
The following relations are straightforward corollaries of A2-A4:
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A3”. (id⊗ εt)∆(x) = e(x⊗ 1).
A4’. εt(x) = (ε⊗ id)(e(x ⊗ 1)) ( here εt = µ(id⊗ S)∆).
Remark 2.1.3 a) Let us equip the dual linear space Mˆ with the product
and coproduct obtained by transposing the coproduct and product of M by
means of the canonical pairing <,>: Mˆ ×M → C. The unit of Mˆ is 1ˆ = ε,
the coinvolution Sˆ and the involution ∗ of Mˆ are defined by
< Sˆ(α), x >=< α,S(x) >, < α∗, x >= < α,S(x)∗ > (∀x ∈M,α ∈ Mˆ).
One can show that (Mˆ, ∆ˆ, Sˆ, εˆ) is also a weak Kac algebra. Indeed, using
linear maps η : λ → λe from C to M ⊗M and ε ◦ µ : M ⊗M → C, let us
rewrite the above axioms as follows:
A˜2. (ε ◦ µ⊗ µ)(id⊗ η ⊗ id) = (ε ◦ µ⊗ id)(id ⊗∆).
A˜3. (id⊗ ε ◦ µ⊗ id)(η ⊗∆) = (id⊗ µ)(η ⊗ id).
A˜4. µ(S ⊗ id)∆ = (id⊗ ε ◦ µ)(id⊗ ς ⊗ id)(id ⊗ η).
Now it is clear that A2 and A3 are dual to one another, A4 is selfdual.
For the fact that Mˆ is a C∗-algebra see Corollary 2.3.10.
b) The particular case of A3, in which x = 1:
A3∗. (id⊗ ε⊗ id)[(e ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ e)] = e
is sufficient for getting A3. Indeed, using axioms A2, A3*, one has ∀x ∈M :
(id⊗ ε⊗ id)[(e ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗∆(x))] = 1(1) ⊗ (ε⊗ id)[(1(2) ⊗ 1)∆(x)]
= 1(1) ⊗ (ε⊗ id)[(1(2) ⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ x)]
= 1(1) ⊗ (ε⊗ id)[(1(2) ⊗ 1)e] · x
= e(1⊗ x).
Example 2.1.4 As groups and their duals are trivial examples of usual Kac
algebras, groupoids and their duals give trivial examples of weak Kac alge-
bras. Let G be a finite groupoid (see [22] for definitions and terminology).
(a) CG, the groupoid C∗-algebra of G, has a structure of a cocommutative
weak Kac algebra given by
∆(g) = g ⊗ g, S(g) = g−1, ε(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.
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In this case εs(g) = s(g) = g
−1g and εt(g) = t(g) = gg
−1 are familiar source
and target maps. The source and target Cartan subalgebras coincide with
CG0, where G0 is the unit space of G.
(b) C(G), the C∗-algebra of complex-valued functions on G, has a structure
of a commutative weak Kac algebra given by
∆(δg) =
∑
xy=g
δx⊗δy, S(δg) = δg−1 , ε(δg) = δg,t(g) = δg,s(g) for all g ∈ G.
In this case εs(δg) =
∑
s(x)=g δx and εt(δg) =
∑
t(x)=g δx. The source and
target Cartan subalgebras are Ns = {f ∈ C(G) | f(g) = f(s(g))∀g ∈ G}
and Nt = {f ∈ C(G) | f(g) = f(t(g))∀g ∈ G}.
The above weak Kac algebras are clearly dual to each other.
Remark 2.1.5 It follows from [29] and Theorem 2.3.5 below that every
cocommutative (resp. commutative) weak Kac algebra is isomorphic to CG
(resp. C(G)) for some groupoid G.
Given two weak Kac algebrasM1 andM2, one can construct their tensor
product M1 ⊗M2 and direct sum M1 ⊕M2 in an obvious way.
Let us write e =
∑n
i=1 xi ⊗ yi with minimal possible n (i.e., with both
{xi} and {yi} linearly independent). Obviously, one can choose xi and yi in
such a way that xi = x
∗
i , yi = y
∗
i .
Proposition 2.1.6 ε(yixk) = ε(xkyi) = δik.
Proof. From A3∗ one gets:
n∑
i,j=1
xi ⊗ ε(yixj)yj =
n∑
i=1
xi ⊗ yi,
n∑
i,j=1
xi ⊗ ε(xjyi)yj =
n∑
i=1
xi ⊗ yi,
so
∑n
j=1 ε(ykxj)yj = yk =
∑n
j=1 ε(xjyk)yj, from where the result follows.
Let us denote Ns = span{x1, . . . xn} and Nt = span{y1, . . . yn}. Then it
is clear that e ∈ Ns ⊗Nt, that both Ns, Nt are ∗-invariant and contain 1.
Proposition 2.1.7 a) εs (resp. εt) is a linear map from M to Ns (resp.
Nt); b) εs|Ns = id, εt|Nt = id.
Proof. a) is clear from A4 and A4’. b): εs(xk) =
∑n
i=1 xiε(xkyi) = xk,
similarly εt(yl) = yl (∀k, l = 1, ..., n).
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Proposition 2.1.8 ∆(εs(x)) = (1⊗ εs(x))e, ∆(εt(x)) = (εt(x)⊗ 1)e.
Proof. The equality (∆⊗ id)(e) = (id⊗∆)(e) gives:
n∑
i=1
∆(xi)⊗ yi =
n∑
i=1
xi ⊗∆(yi),
from where, using Proposition 2.1.6
∆(xk) =
n∑
i=1
∆(xi)ε(xkyi) =
n∑
i=1
xi ⊗ (id⊗ ε)[(1 ⊗ xk)∆(yi)] ∈ Ns ⊗M.
Similarly ∆(yk) ∈M ⊗Nt. Now Axioms 3), A3” and Proposition 2.1.7 give
the result.
Corollary 2.1.9 Any weak Kac algebra is a gen. counital C∗-bialgebra.
Proof. Relations 1 and 3 of Definition 1.3.3 follow from A4 and A4’.
Since Ns, Nt are ∗-invariant, Proposition 2.1.8 shows that they belong to
the corresponding Cartan subalgebras, then Proposition 2.1.7 a) gives the
relation 2 of Definition 1.3.3.
Moreover, Ns and Nt coincide with the corresponding Cartan subalge-
bras, so they do not depend on the choice of a representation of e by means
of {xi, yi}ni=1. Indeed, applying µ(S ⊗ id) to both sides of the equality in
the definition of Ns, one can see from A4 that εs is identical on this algebra.
Similarly εt is identical on Nt.
Proposition 2.1.10 ε(x) = Tr Lx (∀x ∈ Nt), where the linear operator Lx
acting in Nt is defined by Lx(n) = xn (∀n ∈ Nt), T r Lx is its usual trace.
Proof. A4’ shows that ε ◦ εt = ε, then from Corollary 2.1.9 and Remark
1.3.4 d) we have for all x ∈M,y ∈ Nt: ε(xy) = ε(yS(x)).
Then in the representation (S ⊗ id)e = ∑ni=1 y′i ⊗ yi =
∑n
i=1 yi ⊗ y′i,
where y′i = S(xi), yi ∈ Nt, we have from Proposition 2.1.6 : ε(y′kyi) =
ε(yiy
′
k) = δi,k (∀i, k = 1, ..., n). This means that ε is central on Nt and
that
∑n
i=1 y
′
i · yi =
∑n
i=1 yi · y′i = 1. Now one can identify Nt with its dual
linear space by means of the non-degenerated duality given by < y, z >=
ε(yz) = ε(zy) (∀y, z ∈ Nt). Then, by the definition of a trace, for every
x ∈ Nt we have (using the centrality of ε): Tr(Lx) =
∑n
i=1 < xyi, y
′
i >=
ε(x(
∑n
i=1 yi · y′i)) = ε(x). In particular, ε(1) = dimNt.
So the restriction of ε to Nt is a faithful trace. On the other hand, using
Axioms 1),2) of Definition 2.1.1, one can easily show that ε(εt(x)
∗εt(y)) =
ε(x∗y) (∀x, y ∈M), so ε itself is a positive functional on M .
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Proposition 2.1.11 Let Ns ∼= ⊕Kα=1Mnα(C) and { fαpq }α=1...Kp,q=1...nα be a sys-
tem of matrix units in Ns. Then
e =
∑
α
1
nα
∑
pq
fαpq ⊗ S(fαqp).
Proof. Let us write e =
∑
αpq f
α
pq ⊗ gαpq, where gαpq ∈ Nt. Then
(fβrr ⊗ 1)e(fβss ⊗ 1) = fβrs ⊗ gβrs.
On the other hand, using Proposition 1.3.7 we have :
(fβrr ⊗ 1)e(fβss ⊗ 1) = (1⊗ S(fβrr))e(1 ⊗ S(fβss))
=
∑
αpq
fαpq ⊗ S(fβrr)gαpqS(fβss),
from where gβrs = crsS(f
β
sr) for some scalars c
α
rs. Proposition 2.1.6 and
Remark 1.3.4(d) imply that
1 = cαrsε(f
α
rsS(f
α
sr)) = c
α
rsε(f
α
rsf
α
sr) = c
α
rsε(f
α
rr),
but ε(fαrr) = nα by Proposition 2.1.10, therefore c
α
rs =
1
nα
, from where the
result follows.
Remark 2.1.12 Morphisms of weak Kac algebras preserve Cartan subalge-
bras.
Indeed, let ρ : M → M˜ be a morphism and N˜s, N˜t be Cartan subalgebras
of M˜ . Let us write ∆(1) =
∑n
i=1 xi ⊗ yi with {xi}ni=1 linearly independent.
Then Ns = span{xi} and since ∆(1M˜ ) =
∑n
i=1 ρ(xi) ⊗ ρ(yi) we have N˜s =
span{ρ(xi)}, i.e., ρ|Ns is surjective. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.1.10
n = dimNs = εM (1) = εM˜ (1) = dim N˜s, so ρ|Ns is injective and Ns ∼= N˜s.
Similarly, Nt ∼= N˜t.
Corollary 2.1.13 Weak Kac algebras with Cartan subalgebras isomorphic
to the given C∗-algebra N form a subcategory of the category of weak Kac
algebras. This subcategory is closed under duality.
We will show in Section 3 that any C∗-algebra N can appear as a Cartan
subalgebra of some weak Kac algebra.
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2.2 The counital representation
Let M = ⊕i∈I Mdi(C) be the C∗-algebra of a weak Kac algebra, Pi (i ∈
I, I is a finite set) be the minimal central projections (i.e., selfadjoint
idempotents) of M ; πi be the class of the irreducible representation x 7→
Pix ∈ Mdi(C), x ∈ M . Clearly, {πi, i ∈ I} is the set of all classes of
irreducible representations of M . Let χi be the character of πi.
Observe that the classes of non-degenerate representations of M form a
ring K0(M) : if ρi :M → B(Hi), i = 1, 2 are two representations, then
(ρ1 ⊕ ρ2)(x) := ρ1(x)⊕ ρ2(x) and (ρ1 × ρ2)(x) := (ρ1 ⊗ ρ2)∆(x)
are representations of M in Hilbert spaces H1⊕H2 and (ρ1⊗ρ2)e(H1⊗H1)
respectively. The set of all irreducible classes {πi, i ∈ I} forms a linear
basis of K0(M). K0-ring for usual Kac algebras was studied in [16].
The class of a representation ρ is completely determined by its (nor-
malized) character χρ, the product and the direct sum of representations
correspond to the product and the direct sum of characters respectively.
Let ρ∗ be the representation corresponding to the character χρ ◦S, then the
map ρ 7→ ρ∗ defines an antimultiplicative involution in K0(M).
Consider the counital representation πε ofM associated by the GNS-con-
struction with the positive functional ε. Proposition 2.1.10 shows that ε is
faithful on Nt and we also have ε((εt(x) − x)∗(εt(x) − x)) = 0 (∀x ∈ M),
therefore, πε acts on the Hilbert space Nt equipped with a scalar product
(x, y) := ε(y∗x) in the following way:
πε(x)εt(y) = εt(xy) for all x, y ∈M.
Proposition 2.2.1 (cf. [3]) The class of πε is a unit for K0(M), i.e., πε×ρ
and ρ× πε are equivalent to ρ for any representation ρ.
Proof. Let us compute the character χε = Trπε. Let e =
∑
k xk ⊗ yk,
where the set {yk} forms a basis of Nt. Therefore, for all x ∈M we have
πε(x)yk = εt(xyk) =
∑
i
ε(xixyk)yi,
and
χε(x) =
∑
k
ε(xkxyk) = ε(µ(e(x⊗ 1)))
= (ε⊗ ε)((1 ⊗ x(1))e(x(2) ⊗ 1)) = ε(µ ◦∆(x)).
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Using this formula we compute
(χε ⊗ χ)∆(x) = (ε⊗ χ)((µ ⊗ id)(∆ ⊗ id)∆(x))
= (ε⊗ χ)((x(1) ⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ x(2))) = χ(x),
for all characters χ. Similarly, one can show that (χ ⊗ χε)∆(x) = χ(x).
Hence, πε × ρ, ρ× πε, and ρ are equivalent for all representations ρ.
As a representation of a f-d C∗-algebra, πε is equivalent to the sum of
irreducible representations with some multiplicities:
πε ≃ ⊕i∈S νiπi,
where S ⊂ I and νi ≥ 1 for all i ∈ S.
Proposition 2.2.2 (cf. [3], 2.4.) The representation πε is multiplicity free,
i.e. νi = 1 for all i ∈ S. We have π∗i = πi for any i ∈ S (and so π∗ε = πε).
Proof. Since πε is the unit ofK0(M), we have π
∗
ε = πε and πj = πj×πε =∑
i∈S πj × νiπi for all j ∈ I. In particular, the right-hand side of the last
equality must be irreducible. This is the case iff there exists a unique index
u(j) ∈ S such that νu(j) = 1 and πj × πi = δi u(j) πj for all i ∈ S.
On the other hand, for any irreducible πj one has πj×π∗j 6= 0. Indeed, if
(Pj ⊗ S(Pj))e = 0, then applying µ(id⊗ S) we get Pj = 0, a contradiction.
This implies πu(j) = π
∗
j and, hence, πj ×π∗j = πj for all j ∈ S. Applying the
involution to the last equality we get πj = π
∗
j and νu(j) = νj = 1 (∀j ∈ S).
Remark 2.2.3 Let pε be the support of ε, i.e., a non-zero projection p
minimal with respect to the property ε(xp) = ε(px) = ε(x) (∀x ∈M) (which
is equivalent to εs(px) = εs(x) and εt(xp) = εt(x)). Proposition 2.2.2 shows
that pε =
∑
i∈S pi, where pi are minimal in M projections whose central
supports Pi are mutually orthogonal. Obviously ε◦S = ε implies S(pε) = pε.
Since πε is multiplicity free, we have
dimNt = dimHε =
∑
i∈S
(dimPiM)
1
2 =
∑
i∈S
dimMpi = dimMpε.
Therefore, the map εt : Mpε → Nt is a linear isomorphism of vector spaces.
In other words, {x ∈ M |εt(x) = 0} = {x ∈ M |xpε = 0}, this implies
(x − εt(x))pε = 0 and xpε = εt(x)pε (∀x ∈ M). Replacing x by S(x) and
applying S to the last equality, we also get pεx = pεεs(x).
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Proposition 2.2.4 Let Is = { y ∈ M | yx = yεs(x), ∀x ∈ M } and It =
{ y ∈M | xy = εt(x)y, ∀x ∈M }. Then Is ∩ It = { y ∈M | y = pεypε }.
Proof. Clearly, Is is a left ideal in M , so there exists a projection p ∈M
such that Is = Mp. Since pε ∈ Is, we have pε = pεp = pεppε and p′ =
p− pε ∈ Is is a projection orthogonal to pε. Hence,
p′ = p′
2
= p′εs(p
′) = p′εs(pεp
′) = 0.
So p = pε and Is =Mpε, similarly It = pεM ; these equalities give the result.
Theorem 2.2.5 Given a weak Kac algebra, there exists a unique Haar pro-
jection Λ = pε ∈M .
Proof. Proposition 2.2.4 implies that any Λ satisfying 1.3.8 a) has the
form Λ = pεΛpε =
∑
i∈S λipi for some scalars λi; then, due to the above
relations, ε(pi) = ε(Λpi) = λiε(pi) from where λi = 1 and Λ = pε. Since pε
satisfies 1.3.8 a), the proof is completed.
Now let us introduce and study a counital quotient of a weak Kac algebra
arising from its counital representation πε.
Proposition 2.2.6 (a) Let {πi}i∈S be the set of irreducible representa-
tions of M contained in the decomposition of πε. Then for any i ∈ S
Mi = PiM is a weak Kac algebra with a comultiplication ∆i(x) =
(Pi ⊗ Pi)∆(x), an antipode Si(x) = S(x), and a counit εi(x) = ε(x).
(b) Let Pε =
∑
i∈S Pi be the central support of ε. Then x 7→ Pεx is a
surjective morphism of weak Kac algebras M and Mε = ⊕i∈S Mi, i.e.,
Mε is a quotient of M .
Proof. Proposition 2.2.2 implies that πi = π
∗
i and πi × πj = δijπi for all
i, j ∈ S. This means that (Pi ⊗Pi)∆ = (Pi ⊗Pi)∆ ◦ Pi and S ◦ Pi = Pi ◦ S.
In particular, ∆i(x) ∈ PiM ⊗ PiM and Si(x) ∈ PiM (∀x ∈ PiM). We also
have that (Pε ⊗ Pε)∆ = ∆i. x ∈ PiM .
Clearly, (PiM, ∆i, Si) is a gen. coinvolutive C
∗-bialgebra. Due to the
definitions of ∆i, Si, εi and the centrality of Pi, εi is a counit for PiM satisfy-
ing the axioms of Definition 2.1.1, which proves (a). Obviously, Mε = ⊕iMi
is a weak Kac algebra. To see that x 7→ Pεx is a (clearly surjective)
morphism of weak Kac algebras, it suffices to note that (Pε ⊗ Pε)∆(x) =∑
i∆i(Pεx), PεS(x) =
∑
i Si(Pεx), and ε(x) =
∑
i εi(Pεx) ∀x ∈M .
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Definition 2.2.7 The weak Kac algebra Mε defined in Proposition 2.2.6 is
said to be a counital quotient of M .
By Proposition 2.2.6(a), Mε is a direct sum of weak Kac algebras which
are simple as algebras. We will classify all such algebras in Section 3.
Remark 2.2.8 Mε is a minimal quotient weak Kac algebra of M , i.e. if ρ :
M → M˜ is a surjective morphism of weak Kac algebras, then ρ(Mε) ∼= M˜ε.
Indeed, ε(x) = ε˜(ρ(x)) (∀x ∈ M) implies ρ(Pε) = P˜ε, so ρ|Mε : Mε → M˜ε
is surjective. If it is not injective then ρ(Pi) = 0 for some i ∈ S, which
contradicts to ε(Pi) 6= 0. Therefore, ρ|Mε is an isomorphism.
2.3 Haar traces
Let us consider representations Lx : y → xy, R∗α : y → (id⊗α)∆(y) (∀x, y ∈
M,α ∈ Mˆ) [14] of the algebras M and Mˆ respectively in End(M).
Proposition 2.3.1 a) R∗αLx = α(1)(x(2))Lx(1)R
∗
α(2)
, b) R∗εˆt(α) = L(id⊗α)e,
where εˆt(α) = (εˆ⊗ idMˆ )(∆ˆ(ε)(α ⊗ ε)).
Proof. a) We have
R∗αLxy = (id⊗ α)∆(xy) = x(1)y(1)α(x(2)y(2))
= x(1)y(1)∆ˆ(α)(x(2) ⊗ y(2)) = x(1)y(1)α(1)(x(2))α(2)(y(2))
= α(1)(x(2))Lx(1)R
∗
α(2)
y.
b) Clearly the map εˆt is dual to the map εt, and we have, using A3”:
R∗εˆt(α)(x) = (id⊗ εˆt(α))∆(x) = (id⊗ α ◦ εt)(∆(x))
= (id⊗ α)(e(x ⊗ 1)) = L(id⊗α)e(x).
Corollary 2.3.2 R∗α(1)LxR
∗
Sˆ(α(2))
= Lx(1)α(x(2)).
Proof. Indeed, using the notation (∆ˆ ⊗ id
Mˆ
)∆ˆ(α) = (id
Mˆ
⊗ ∆ˆ)∆ˆ(α) =
α(1) ⊗ α(2) ⊗ α(3) and Proposition 2.3.1, we have:
R∗α(1)LxR
∗
Sˆ(α(2))
= Lx(1)α(1)(x(2))R
∗
α(2)Sˆ(α(3))
= Lx(1)α(1)(x(2))R
∗
εˆt(α(2))
= Lx(1)α(1)(x(2))L(id⊗α(2))e = Lx(1)α(1)(x(2))L1(1)α(2)(1(2))
= Lx(1)1(1)α(x(2)1(2)) = Lx(1)α(x(2)).
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Proposition 2.3.3 Let us consider the following faithful trace on M :
θ(x) = Tr(Lx),
where Tr is the usual trace of a linear operator. Then we have:
(θ ⊗ id)(∆(x)) = (θ ⊗ S)(e(x ⊗ 1)) = (θ ⊗ εs ◦ S)(∆(x)) (∀x ∈M).
Proof. Using Proposition 2.3.1, Corollary 2.3.2 and the properties of Tr,
one has for any x ∈M,α ∈ Mˆ :
(θ ⊗ α)(∆(x)) = Tr[Lx(1)α(x(2))] = Tr[R∗α(1)LxR∗Sˆ(α(2))]
= Tr[R∗
Sˆ(α(2))α(1)
Lx] = Tr[R
∗
εˆt(Sˆ(α))
Lx]
= Tr[L(id⊗Sˆ(α))eLx] = Tr[L(id⊗α◦S)(e(x⊗1))]
= (θ ⊗ α ◦ S)(e(x ⊗ 1)).
Remark 2.3.4 Since (θ⊗ id)(∆(x)) ∈ Ns, θ is a Haar trace (θ ◦S = θ from
S2 = id - see [11], Lemma 3.1), but generally it is not normalized.
Theorem 2.3.5 Let (M,∆, S, ε) be a weak Kac algebra and φ a Haar trace
on it. Then the collection (M,∆, S, φ) is a gen. Kac algebra.
Proof. It is enough to show that
(φ⊗ id)[(y ⊗ 1)∆(x)] = S[(φ⊗ id)(∆(y)(x ⊗ 1))] (∀x, y ∈M).
Indeed, using successively A3”, A4’ and Definition of εt one has:
(φ⊗ id)[(y ⊗ 1)∆(x)] = (φ⊗ id)[∆(x)e(y ⊗ 1)]
= (φ⊗ id)[∆(x)(id ⊗ εt)∆(y)]
= (φ⊗ id)[∆(x)(id ⊗ µ(id⊗ S)∆)∆(y)]
= (φ⊗ id)[∆(xy(1))]S(y(2))
Then we compute, for any z ∈ M , using the definition of a Haar trace,
relation S ◦ εt ◦ εs = εs and A3”:
(φ⊗ id)∆(z) = (φ⊗ εs)∆(z) = (φ⊗ [S ◦ εt ◦ εs])∆(z)
= [S ◦ εt](φ⊗ id)∆(z) = S[(φ⊗ εt)∆(z)]
= S[(φ⊗ εt)(e(z ⊗ 1)]
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Finally, using this relation, we have:
(φ⊗ id)[∆(xy(1))]S(y(2)) = S(φ⊗ id)[e(xy(1) ⊗ 1)]S(y(2))
= S[(φ⊗ id)(∆(y)(x ⊗ 1))].
Now let us compute ∆(pε).
Lemma 2.3.6 Let A = Md(C), B = Md(C), and S : A → B be an an-
tiautomorphism of algebras. Let Q ∈ A ⊗ B be a projection of rank 1 in
A ⊗ B such that µ(S ⊗ idB)Q = 1B and µ(idA ⊗ S−1)Q = 1A. Then
Q = 1
d
∑
km ekm ⊗ S(emk) for any system { ekm }dk,m=1 of matrix units in
A.
Proof. If {ekm }dk,m=1 is a system of matrix units in A, then {S(enl) }dl,n=1
is a system of matrix units in B. Since Q has rank 1, we can write it as
Q =
∑
klmn
γklβmn ekm ⊗ S(enl),
for some βmn, γkl ∈ C (k, l,m, n = 1 . . . d). By the hypothesis,
1B = µ(S ⊗ idB)Q =
∑
klmn
γklβmn S(enlekm) = (
∑
k
γkk)
∑
mn
βmn S(enm),
so βmn = δmn β for some β ∈ C. Similarly, γkl = δkl γ for some γ ∈ C.
Thus, Q = γβ
∑
km ekm ⊗ S(emk) and condition Q2 = Q gives γβ = 1d .
Lemma 2.3.7 Let Pε =
∑
i∈S Pi be the central support of pε. Then
(Pε ⊗ Pε)∆(pε) =
∑
i∈S
1
di
∑
kl
e
(i)
kl ⊗ S(e(i)lk ),
where { e(i)kl }dik,l=1 is any system of matrix units in PiM .
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2.2 shows that Pi = S(Pi), i ∈ S and
(Pε ⊗ Pε)∆(pε) =
∑
i∈S Qi, where Qi = (Pi ⊗ Pi)∆(pε) is a projection of
rank 1 in PiM ⊗ PiM such that µ(S ⊗ id)Qi = Piεs(pε) = Pi. Similarly
µ(id⊗ S)Qi = Pi. Applying Lemma 2.3.6 we get Qi = 1di
∑
kl e
(i)
kl ⊗ S(e(i)lk ),
from where the result follows.
Lemma 2.3.8 (θ ⊗ id)∆(pε) = (id⊗ θ)∆(pε) = 1.
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Proof. Let us choose a system of matrix units { e(i)kl }dik,l=1 in PεM in
such a way that pi = e
(i)
11 and S(e
(i)
lk ) = e
(i)
kl for all i, k, l. We have, using
Remark 2.3.4, relation ∆(pε) = (Pε ⊗ Pε)∆(pε) and Lemma 2.3.7:
(θ ⊗ id)∆(pε) = (θ ⊗ εs)∆(pε) = (θ ⊗ εs)((1 ⊗ pε)∆(pε))
=
∑
i∈S
1
di
∑
kl
θ(e
(i)
lk ) εs(e
(i)
11 e
(i)
kl ) =
∑
i∈S
1
di
∑
kl
di δkl εs(δ1ke
(i)
1l )
=
∑
i∈S
εs(e
(i)
11 ) = εs(pε) = εs(1) = 1.
The second part is similar.
Let us generalize now the formula known for Kac algebras ([7], 6.3.7).
Proposition 2.3.9 For any system { e(i)kl ; k, l = 1, . . . , di, i ∈ I } of matrix
units in M
∆(pε) =
∑
i∈I
1
di
∑
kl
e
(i)
kl ⊗ S(e(i)lk ).
In particular, ς∆(pε) = ∆(pε).
Proof. Let us write ∆(pε) =
∑
ij∈I Rij, where Rij is a projection in
PiM ⊗ PjM . From Lemma 2.3.8 we have
1 = (id⊗ θ)∆(pε) = Σi (Σj dj(id⊗ χj)Rij))Pi
1 = (θ ⊗ id)∆(pε) = Σj (Σi di(χi ⊗ id)Rij))Pj .
Applying χi to the first equality and χj to the second one, we get :
di = Σj dj rank(Rij), dj = Σi di rank(Rij).
Note that εs(pε) = 1 implies that Rii∗ 6= 0 (we can assume that the in-
volution acts on the set I). Using this fact and the above relations, we
conclude that rank(Rij) = δij∗ . Thus, µ(S ⊗ id)Rii∗ = µ(id ⊗ S)Rii∗ = Pi
and application of Lemma 2.3.6 completes the proof.
Corollary 2.3.10 pε = φˆε is a normalized Haar trace on Mˆ . (Mˆ , ∆ˆ, Sˆ, εˆ)
is a weak Kac algebra.
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Proof. Clearly φˆε is a normalized Haar functional (Definition 1.3.8), its
centrality follows from Proposition 2.3.9. Then we have for any x ∈ Mˆ :
φˆε(xx
∗) = < x⊗ x∗,∆(pε) >=
∑
i∈I
1
di
∑
kl
e
(i)
kl (x)Se
(i)
lk (x
∗)
=
∑
i∈I
1
di
∑
kl
∣∣∣ e(i)kl (x)
∣∣∣
2 ≥ 0,
which equals to 0 iff x = 0.
The second statement now is clear from Remark 2.1.3a) since φˆε gives a
faithful representation of Mˆ which means that Mˆ is a C∗-algebra.
Corollary 2.3.11 Given a weak Kac algebra, there exists a unique normal-
ized Haar trace φε = pεˆ.
Proof. The existence is clear from the previous proof, the uniqueness
follows from Theorem 2.2.5.
Remark 2.3.12 Let us describe all Haar traces on a weak Kac algebra.
Proposition 2.3.9 shows that ς∆(pi) = ∆(pi) (∀i ∈ S), therefore, any linear
combination
∑
i∈S λipi with positive coefficients λi defines a trace on Mˆ .
But the proof of Theorem 2.2.5 shows that any Haar trace is of this form.
Such a trace is faithful iff all λi > 0.
2.4 Haar conditional expectations
Proposition 2.4.1 Given a weak Kac algebra (M,∆, S, ε) and a normalized
Haar trace φε on it, there exist unique faithful target and source Haar con-
ditional expectations Et :M → Nt and Es : M → Ns such that φε = φε ◦Et
and φε = φε ◦ Es. They could be defined as follows:
Et(x) = (id⊗φε)∆(x) = (S⊗φε)((1⊗x)e), Es(x) = (φε⊗id)∆(x) (∀x ∈M).
We also have Et ◦ S = S ◦ Es and
(Et ⊗ Et)((∆(x)(y ⊗ z)) = ς(Et ⊗ Et)((S(y)⊗ x)∆(z)) (∀x, y, z ∈M).
Proof. Clearly both Et and Es are linear unital ∗-maps fromM toNt and
Ns respectively such that Et|Nt = idNt , Es|Ns = idNs , and Et ◦ S = S ◦Es.
We also have ∀x ∈M,n ∈ Nt:
Et(x) · n = (S ⊗ φε)((1 ⊗ x)e) · n = (S ⊗ φε)((1 ⊗ x)(S(n)⊗ 1)e)
= (S ⊗ φε)((1 ⊗ xn)e) = Et(xn)
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and
φε ◦Et(x) = (φε ◦ S ⊗ φε)((1 ⊗ x)e) = φε(x).
Now it follows from ([9], 2.6.2) that Et is indeed a faithful conditional ex-
pectation. The relations (id⊗Et)◦∆ = ∆◦Et and (Es⊗id)◦∆ = ∆◦Es are
obvious from the coassociativity of ∆. In order to prove the last relation,
it suffices to show that (α ⊗ β)[(Et ⊗ Et)(∆(x)(y ⊗ z))] = (α ⊗ β)[ς(Et ⊗
Et)(S(y)⊗x)∆(z))] for any linear functionals α, β on Nt. But these function-
als can be represented as α(·) = φε(n·), β(·) = φε(n′·) for some n, n′ ∈ Nt.
Then, using the properties of traces, conditional expectations, the invariancy
of φε and Propositions 2.1.8, 1.3.7, we have ∀x, y, z ∈M :
(α⊗ β)[(Et ⊗ Et)(∆(x)(y ⊗ z))] =
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(n ⊗ n′)(Et ⊗ Et)(∆(x)(y ⊗ z))]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(Et ⊗ Et)((n ⊗ n′)∆(x)(y ⊗ z))]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(n ⊗ n′)∆(x)(y ⊗ z)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(n ⊗ 1)e∆(x)(y ⊗ zn′)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[∆(nx)(y ⊗ zn′)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(S(y) ⊗ nx)∆(zn′)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(S(y) ⊗ nx)∆(z)(n′ ⊗ 1)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(n′ ⊗ n)(S(y)⊗ x)∆(z)]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(Et ⊗ Et)((n ⊗ n′)ς((S(y) ⊗ x)∆(z))]
= (φε ⊗ φε)[(n ⊗ n′)ς((Et ⊗ Et)((S(y) ⊗ x)∆(z))]
= (α⊗ β)[ς(Et ⊗ Et)((S(y) ⊗ x)∆(z))]
Remark 2.4.2 For a general Haar trace φ the conditional expectations Et
and Es satisfying all the above properties are the orthogonal projectors onto
Nt and Ns respectively in the Hilbert space given by the GNS-construction
for (M,φ), but they cannot be given by the above formulae (see [28]).
Proposition 2.4.3 a) In a weak Kac algebra any of the relations e(1⊗x) =
0, e(x⊗ 1) = 0 implies x = 0.
b) If y ∈M and one of the elements e(1⊗y), e(y⊗1), (1⊗y)e, (y⊗1)e
is positive, then y is positive.
Proof. a) Since µ(S ⊗ id)(e(1 ⊗ x)) = x (∀x ∈ M), the first of the
statements a) is clear. The second one can be proved similarly.
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b) If e(y ⊗ 1) is positive and φε is the normalized Haar trace, then:
(φε ⊗ φε)((x∗ ⊗ 1)e(y ⊗ 1)(x⊗ 1)) = φε(x∗yx) ≥ 0 (∀x ∈M).
This means that y is positive. Now all other statements are clear.
Proposition 2.4.4 (cf. [28]) a) the map y → Eot (y) = µ(S⊗id)((1⊗y)e) is
a faithful conditional expectation from M to M ∩N ′t satisfying the relations
e(1 ⊗ y)e = e(1 ⊗Eot (y)) = (1⊗ Eot (y))e.
b) For any fixed Haar trace φ, Eot (y) is the unique faithful conditional
expectation from M to M ∩N ′t such that φ = φ ◦ Eot .
Proof. a) For any representation e =
∑n
i=1 xi⊗ yi with minimal possible
n we have, using Proposition 1.3.7:
(1⊗ Eot (y))e = (1⊗
n∑
i=1
S(xi)yyi)e =
n∑
i=1
(1⊗ S(xi)y)(1 ⊗ yi)e
=
n∑
i=1
(S(yi)⊗ S(xi)y)e = ς(S ⊗ S)(e)(1 ⊗ y)e
= e(1⊗ y)e (∀y ∈M).
Similarly one can prove the other relation. These relations and Proposi-
tion 1.3.7 imply for any y ∈M, n ∈ Nt:
(1⊗ Eot (y)n)e = (1⊗ Eot (y))(1 ⊗ n)e = (S(n)⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ Eot (y))e
= (S(n)⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ y)e = (1⊗ n)e(1⊗ y)e
= (1⊗ nEot (y))e.
Using Proposition 2.4.3 a), we see that Eot (y)n = nE
o
t (y), so E
o
t (y) ∈M∩N ′t .
If x, x′ ∈M ∩N ′t , y ∈M , then
Eot (xyx
′) =
n∑
i=1
S(xi)(xyx
′)yi = x(
n∑
i=1
S(xi)yyi)x
′ = xEot (y)x
′.
If now y = zz∗ ∈M is positive, then
e(1 ⊗ Eot (zz∗)) = e(1 ⊗ zz∗)e = e(1⊗ z)[e(1 ⊗ z)]∗ ≥ 0.
So, according to Proposition 2.4.3 b), Eot (zz
∗)) is positive, and if Eot (zz
∗)) =
0, then Proposition 2.4.3 a) implies z = 0. Since Eot (1) = εt(e) = 1, then
Eot is indeed the faithful conditional expectation from M to M ∩N ′t .
b) For any x ∈M one has: φ ◦Eot (x) = φ(
∑n
i=1 yiS(xi)x) = φ(x), so the
uniqueness of Eot is a consequence of ([9], 2.6.2.)
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2.5 Generalized Kac algebras
Let K = (M,∆, S, φ) be a gen. Kac algebra and Kˆ = (Mˆ, ∆ˆ, Sˆ, φˆ) the
corresponding dual gen. Kac algebra [29]. As a linear space, Mˆ can be
identified with M because any linear functional α on M can be represented
as α(x) = φ(xy) = φ(yx) for some y ∈ M. Let us consider the following
linear functional ε : M → C : ε(x) = φ(1ˆx) (∀x ∈ M), where 1ˆ ∈ M
corresponds to the unit in Mˆ . From ([29], §5) we have S(1ˆ) = (1ˆ)∗ = 1ˆ,
(φ⊗ φ)[∆(1ˆ)(x⊗ y)] = φ(xS(y)) (∀x, y ∈M),
which implies respectively ε◦S(x) = ε(x), ε(x∗) = ε(x) and (id⊗ε)[∆(x)] =
x (∀x ∈M). The last one gives: (ε⊗ id)[∆(x)] = x (∀x ∈M).
Now let us show that (M,∆, S, ε) is a weak Kac algebra. According to
Proposition 2.1.2 , it suffices to verify axioms A2-A4.
One can calculate, using the invariancy of φ and the latest relations:
(φ⊗ id)[∆(1ˆ)(x⊗ y)] = (φ⊗ id)[∆(1ˆ)(x⊗ 1)]y
= (φ⊗ S)[(1ˆ ⊗ 1)∆(x)]y
= [S ◦ (ε⊗ id)∆(x)]y = S(x)y (∀x, y ∈M),
which gives (φ ⊗ id)[∆(1ˆ)A] = µ(S ⊗ id)(A) (∀A ∈ M ⊗M). Similarly we
have: (id⊗ φ)[A∆(1ˆ)] = µ(id⊗ S)(A) (∀A ∈M ⊗M).
Let us first verify A4, using the invariancy of φ and the latest relations:
(id⊗ ε)[(1 ⊗ x)∆(1)] = (id⊗ φ)[(1 ⊗ 1ˆx)∆(1)] = (S ⊗ φ)[∆(1ˆx)]
= µ(S ⊗ id)∆(x) (∀x ∈M).
Then let us verify A2, using the same reasoning and also A4:
(ε⊗ id)[(x ⊗ 1)∆(y)] = (φ⊗ id)[(1ˆx⊗ 1)∆(y)]
= (φ⊗ S)[∆(1ˆx)(y ⊗ 1)]
= (φ⊗ S)[∆(1ˆ)∆(x)(y ⊗ 1)]
= S[µ(S ⊗ id)(∆(x)(y ⊗ 1))]
= S[µ(S ⊗ id)∆(x)]y
= (φ⊗ S)[∆(1ˆx)] · y
= (φ⊗ id)[(1ˆx⊗ 1)∆(1)] · y
= (ε⊗ id)[(x ⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ y)].
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Finally, it suffices to verify A3* (see Remark 2.1.3 b)). But this is easy
if one uses the following results obtained in [28]: a) Nt =M ∩ Mˆ is a target
Cartan subalgebra; b) e ∈ Ns ⊗Nt. Indeed:
(id ⊗ ε⊗ id)[(e ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ e)] = (id⊗ ε)(e(1 ⊗ 1(1)))⊗ 1(2)
= (id⊗ ε)(∆(1(1)))⊗ 1(2) = e.
Thus, we get the following
Theorem 2.5.1 Let (M,∆, S, φ) be a gen. Kac algebra, ε(x) = φ(1ˆx) (∀x ∈
M), where 1ˆ ∈M is the unit in Mˆ . Then (M,∆, S, ε) is a weak Kac algebra.
Corollary 2.5.2 On any gen. Kac algebra there is a unique Haar normal-
ized trace.
Indeed, to every gen. Kac algebra there corresponds a weak Kac algebra
(Theorem 2.5.1) with the unique normalized Haar trace (Corollary 2.3.11).
Definition 2.5.3 A homomorphism π of gen. Kac algebras with normalized
Haar traces ψ1 and ψ2 is such a homomorphism of their gen. coinvolutive
C∗-bialgebras (Definition 1.3.1 c)), that ψ2 ◦ π = ψ1.
Clearly gen. Kac algebras form a category; Corollary 2.5.2 and Theorem 2.5.1
describe its equivalence to the category of weak Kac algebras.
2.6 Kac bimodules
The structure of a gen. counital C∗-bialgebra is not selfdual: there is a
unit but not necessarily a counit. Let us show that certain extra condition
motivated by Lemma 2.1.10 gives a weak Kac algebra structure.
Let θt and θs be the traces of left regular representations of Cartan subal-
gebras Nt and Ns respectively. Since S : Ns → Nt is an anti-∗-isomorphism,
we have θt ◦ S = θs. Also θs ◦ εs(x) = θs(Sx(1)x(2)) = θt ◦ S(Sx(1)x(2)) =
θt(Sx(2)x(1)) = θt(x(1)Sx(2)) = θt ◦ εt(x) (∀x ∈M).
Denoting ε := θs ◦ εs = θt ◦ εt : M → C, we have immediately ε ◦ S = ε
and, using Remark 1.3.4 d) and self-adjointness of θt:
ε(x) = θt ◦ (εt(x∗)∗) = θt ◦ εt(x∗) = ε(x∗).
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Theorem 2.6.1 A gen. counital C∗-bialgebra (M,∆, S) is a weak Kac al-
gebra if and only if (id⊗ ε) ◦∆ = id.
Proof. Any weak Kac algebra is a gen. counital C∗-bialgebra satisfying
the above condition (Corollary 2.1.9, Proposition 2.1.10). Conversely:
1) Using Remark 1.3.4 c) and the condition of the theorem, we have the
axiom A3* of a weak Kac algebra:
(id⊗ ε⊗ id)[(e ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ e)] = (id⊗ ε⊗ id)(∆ ⊗ id)(e) = e.
2) From Remark 1.3.4 d) and Proposition 1.3.7 we have:
(ε⊗ id)[∆(y)(x⊗1)] = (θt ◦εt⊗ id)[∆(y)(S ◦εt(x)⊗1)] = yεt(x) (x, y ∈M);
for y = 1 this gives the axiom A4’ of a weak Kac algebra equivalent to A4.
3) Using the above relation 2) and the axiom A4’, we have the axiom
A2’ of a weak Kac algebra (which is equivalent to A2):
(ε⊗ id)[∆(y)(x ⊗ 1)] = yεt(x) = (ε⊗ id)((1 ⊗ y)e(x⊗ 1)),
The final result follows from Proposition 2.1.2 and Remark 2.1.3 b).
Let us remark that the condition of Theorem 2.6.1 makes sense also for
counital Hopf bimodules (see step a) of the proof of Lemma 1.4.4).
Definition 2.6.2 A counital Hopf bimodule B = (N,M, t,∆, S) is said to
be a Kac bimodule if it satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.6.1.
Now, taking into account Lemma 1.4.4 and Theorem 2.6.1, we get
Theorem 2.6.3 The categories of Kac bimodules and weak Kac algebras
are equivalent.
3 Examples
3.1 Actions of finite groups on weak Kac algebras
Definition 3.1.1 A right action of a finite group G on a weak Kac algebra
WK = (M,∆, S, ε) is a right action M ⊳ G of G on a C∗-algebra M such
that, for all m ∈M, g ∈ G :
∆(m ⊳ g) = ∆(m) ⊳ (g ⊗ g), S(m ⊳ g) = S(m) ⊳ g, ε(m ⊳ g) = ε(m).
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This is exactly a right action of a cocommutative Kac algebra Ks(G) =
(CG,∆s, Ss, εs) with ∆s(g) = g⊗g, Ss(g) = g−1, ε(g) = 1 [7] onM such that
∆(m⊳g˜) = ∆(m)⊳∆s(g˜), S(m⊳g˜) = S(m)⊳ g˜, ε(m⊳g˜) = ε(m) (∀g˜ ∈ CG).
Given a right action of G on WK, let us consider a collection WKG =
(MG,∆G, SG, εG). Here MG = M#G is a crossed product C
∗-algebra [14]
generated by elements of the form m⊗ g (∀m ∈M,g ∈ G) with operations
(m⊗ g)(n⊗h) = (m⊳h)n⊗ gh, 1MG = 1⊗ 1G, (m⊗ g)∗ = (m⊳g−1)∗⊗ g−1,
where m ∈ M, g ∈ G, 1G is a unit of G. The coproduct ∆G, antipode SG,
and counit εG are defined respectively by: ∆G(m⊗g) = (id⊗ς⊗idG)(∆(m)⊗
g⊗ g), SG(m⊗ g) = S(m⊳ g−1)⊗ g−1, where ς :M ⊗CG→ CG⊗M is the
usual flip, and εG(m⊗ g) = ε(m).
Lemma 3.1.2 WKG = (MG,∆G, SG, εG) is a weak Kac algebra.
Proof. a) ∆G is coassociative as tensor product of two coassociative coprod-
ucts ∆ and ∆s and obviously multiplicative. Let m,n ∈M,g, h ∈ G.
Relations SG(1MG) = 1MG and S
2
G = idMG are obvious; we also have:
SG[(m⊗ g)(n⊗h)] = SG((m⊳h)n⊗ gh) = S(((m⊳h)n) ⊳ (gh)−1 ⊗ (gh)−1 =
S((m ⊳ g−1)(n ⊳ (gh)−1))⊗ (gh)−1.
On the other hand : SG(n ⊗ h)SG(m ⊗ g) = (S(n ⊳ h−1) ⊗ h−1)(S(m ⊳
g−1)⊗ g−1) = ([(S(n ⊳ h−1)] ⊳ g−1)(S(m⊳g−1)⊗ h−1g−1) = S((m⊳ g−1)(n ⊳
(gh)−1))⊗ (gh)−1. Thus, SG is antimultiplicative.
(∆G ◦ SG)(m ⊗ g) = ∆G(S(m ⊳ g−1) ⊗ g−1) = (id ⊗ ς ⊗ idG)(ςM (S ⊗
S)∆(m ⊳ g−1) ⊗ g−1 ⊗ g−1) = ςMG(SG ⊗ SG)∆G(m ⊗ g), where the usual
flips act: ςM in M ⊗M and ςMG in MG ⊗MG.
Thus, (MG,∆G, SG) is a gen. coinvolutive C
∗-bialgebra.
b) Clearly, εG is a counit with respect to ∆G. Let us verify Axiom 2):
εG((m⊗ g)(n ⊗ h)) = ε((m ⊳ h)n) = (ε⊗ ε)[((m ⊳ h)⊗ 1)e(1 ⊗ n)]
= (ε⊗ ε)([((m ⊗ 1)e) ⊳ (h⊗ h)](1 ⊗ n))
= (εG ⊗ εG)[(m⊗ g ⊗ 1MG)∆G(1MG)(1MG ⊗ n⊗ h)].
c) Finally, let us verify Axiom 3) (µG is the multiplication in MG):
(µG ⊗ idMG))(SG ⊗ idMG ⊗ idMG)(∆G ⊗ idMG)∆G(m⊗ g) =
= (µG ⊗ idMG)(SG ⊗ idMG ⊗ idMG)(m(1) ⊗ g ⊗m(2) ⊗ g ⊗m(3) ⊗ g)
= (id⊗ ς ⊗ idG)[(µ ⊗ id)(S ⊗ id⊗ id)(∆ ⊗ id)∆(m) ⊗ 1G ⊗ g]
= (id⊗ ς ⊗ idG)[(1 ⊗m)e⊗ 1G ⊗ g] = (1⊗ 1G ⊗m⊗ g)∆G(1⊗ 1G).
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Remark 3.1.3 One can show that the Haar trace on WKG is just the dual
trace for the Haar trace on WK with respect to the action of G:
φG(m⊗ g) = δ1G,gφ(m) (∀m ∈M,g ∈ G).
Now we describe a series of concrete examples of nontrivial (non-commu-
tative and non-symmetric) weak Kac algebras of dimensions n3 (n ≥ 3).
Let us start with a weak Kac algebra M = C(Kn) of functions on the
transitive principal groupoid Kn on a set of n elements (for various examples
of groupoids see [22]). Then M = span{eij}ni,j=1 is a commutative C∗-
algebra of functions on the set {eij} equipped with the coproduct ∆ : eij →∑n
k=1 eik ⊗ ekj, the antipode S : eij → eji and the counit ε : eij → δij
(i, j, k ∈ {1, ..., n}, δij is the Kronecker symbol).
Let us consider the action of the cyclic group G = Z/nZ on this weak Kac
algebra given by eij⊳α := ei+1,j+1 (α is a generator of G, i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} and
the summation is modulo n). Applying Lemma 3.1.2 (all its conditions are
satisfied), we get a description of the resulting weak Kac algebra in terms of
matrix units fkij := ej,j+k⊗αj−i of C∗-algebra MG =M#G ∼= ⊕nk=1Mn(C):
∆G(f
k
ij) =
n∑
r=1
f rij ⊗ fk−ri+r,j+r, SG(fkij) = fn−ki+k,j+k, εG(fkij) = δn,k,
(i, j, k ∈ {1, ..., n} and the summation is modulo n. Then one can show that:
a) the above weak Kac algebra is non-trivial;
b) its Haar trace is the canonical trace on MG;
c) εt(f
k
ij) = δn,k
∑n
r=1 f
n−r
j+r,j+r, εs(f
k
ij) = δn,k
∑n
r=1 f
r
i,i;
d) Nt = span{
∑n
r=1 f
n−r
j+r,j+r}, Ns = span{
∑n
r=1 f
r
i,i}.
For n = 2 this non-trivial weak Kac algebra has dimension 8. For a non-
trivial Kac algebra of dimension 8 see [11]. Let us show that this dimension
is minimal possible.
Proposition 3.1.4 All weak Kac algebras of dimension < 8 are either com-
mutative or cocommutative (therefore, come from groupoids or groups).
Proof. This statement is well-known for usual Kac algebras, so we
may assume that dimension of Cartan subalgebras ≥ 2. Let M be a
non-commutative weak Kac algebra of dimension < 8, then M ∼= Ck ⊕
M2(C), 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 as a C∗-algebra. Let us show that M is cocommutative.
For k = 0 this follows from the classification of elementary weak Kac
algebras in section 3.2. For k > 0 it suffices to prove that M is a direct sum
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of two weak Kac algebras, since any weak Kac algebra of dimension ≤ 3
is cocommutative. Clearly, the last property is equivalent to existence of a
non-trivial projection q in Ns∩Nt∩Center(M), the hyper-center of M [20].
Due to Proposition 2.3.9 and the multiplicativity of ∆, for the counital
quotient Mε ⊂ M (Proposition 2.2.6) we have Mε 6= M2(C), and Mε 6= C
since it must contain a copy of a Cartan subalgebra by Remark 2.1.12.
Using Proposition 2.3.9 again, we see that all other possibilities lead to the
existence of a proper minimal subprojection pi (Remark 2.2.3) of the Haar
projection pε ∈ M , such that ς∆(pi) = ∆(pi) (i.e. pi is cocommutative).
Since S(pi) = pi, Proposition 2.2.2 implies (S⊗ idM )∆(pi) = (idM⊗S)∆(pi)
and q = εs(pi) = εt(pi) is a non-trivial projection in the hyper-center of M .
3.2 Elementary weak Kac algebras
In Subsection 2.2 we have seen that every counital quotient of a weak Kac
algebra is a direct sum of weak Kac algebras which are simple as algebras.
Definition 3.2.1 A weak Kac algebra is said to be elementary if it is simple
as an algebra, i.e., is isomorphic to the full matrix algebra Mn(C).
The next theorem classifies all elementary weak Kac algebras and shows
that any f-d C∗-algebra can appear as a Cartan subalgebra of an elementary
weak Kac algebra in a unique way.
Theorem 3.2.2 Given a f-d C∗-algebra A, there exists a unique elemen-
tary weak Kac algebra M(A) = (Mn(C),∆, S, ε) (n = dimA) with Cartan
subalgebras isomorphic to A.
Proof. 1) For A = ⊕αMnα , n =
∑
α n
2
α let us write down M(A) explic-
itly, if matrix units {Eklβijα}i,j=1...nα ,
Eklβijα E
i˜j˜α˜
k˜l˜β˜
= δ
ββ˜
δ
kk˜
δ
ll˜
E i˜j˜α˜ijα , (E
klβ
ijα )
∗ = Eijαklβ .
Equip Mn(C) with the following structure of a weak Kac algebra :
∆(Eklβijα ) =
1√
nαnβ
∑
uv
Ekvβiuα ⊗ Evlβujα,
S(Eklβijα ) = E
jiα
lkβ ,
ε(Eklβijα ) =
√
nαnβ δij δkl.
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The verification of axioms is a straightforward computation. We have
e = ∆(1) =
∑
α
1
nα
∑
pq
(
∑
i
Eiqαipα)⊗ (
∑
j
Eqjαpjα),
therefore, Fpqα =
∑
i E
iqα
ipα and Gpqα =
∑
j E
pjα
qjα are matrix units for the
source and target Cartan subalgebras respectively, isomorphic to A.
2) The uniqueness. If M˜(A) = (Mn(C), ∆˜, S˜, ε˜) is another weak Kac
algebra with N˜s ∼= N˜t ∼= ⊕αMnα(C), then, by Remark 2.2.3,
∑K
α=1 n
2
α =
dimA = deg πε = n.
The inclusion Ns ⊂ M is determined up to conjugation by the vector
(d1, . . . dK) where dα is the multiplicity of Mnα(C) in M . By Proposition
1.3.2, Nt ⊂ N ′s ∩M = ⊕αMdα(C), therefore we may assume that nα ≤ dα.
Since the inclusion Ns ⊂M is unital,
∑
dαnα = n, so 0 =
∑
dαnα−
∑
n2α =∑
(dα − nα)nα, and dα = nα (∀α). Thus, Nt = N ′s ∩M , and Ns = N ′t ∩M .
Hence, we can write Ns = ⊕αNsα and Nt = ⊕αNtα, where Nsα ∼= Ntα ∼=
Mnα(C), NsαNtβ = 0 if α 6= β, and NsαNtα ∼=Mn2α(C). Let {Fpqα}p,q=1...nα
be a system of matrix units in Nsα, α = 1 . . . K. Proposition 2.1.11 gives
e˜ =
∑
α
1
nα
∑
pq
Fpqα ⊗ S(Fqpα).
Note that Eklαijα = S˜(Fkiα)Fjlα are matrix units in NsαNtα such that
Fpqα =
∑
i
Eiqαipα, S˜(Fqpα) =
∑
j
Eqjαpjα
Let {Eklβijα} be the system of matrix units in Mn(C) defined as in 1) which
extends the union of the above systems {Eklαijα}, α = 1, . . . ,K. Using the
definition of a Cartan subalgebra we compute
∆˜(Fpqα) =
1
nα
∑
p˜q˜
Fp˜q˜α ⊗ E q˜qαp˜pα,
∆˜(Emqαlpα ) = ∆˜(S˜(Fmlα))∆˜(Fpqα) =
1
nα
∑
uv
Emvαluα ⊗ Evqαupα = ∆(Emqαlpα ).
Since ∆˜ is a coassociative ∗-homomorphism, we get
∆˜(Eklβijα ) =
λβα√
nαnβ
∑
uv
Ekvβiuα ⊗ Evlβujα,= λβα∆(Eklβijα )
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for some {λβα}α,β=1...K with |λβα| = 1, λαβ = λβα, and λβα λγβ = λγα (∀α, β, γ).
The properties of antipode and counit imply: S˜(Eklβijα ) = (λ
β
α)
−2
S(Eklβijα )
and ε˜(Eklβijα ) = (λ
β
α)
−1
ε(Eklβijα ), so the map E
klβ
ijα 7→ λβαEklβijα defines an iso-
morphism of weak Kac algebras M(A) = (Mn(C), ∆, S, ε) and M˜(A) =
(Mn(C), ∆˜, S˜, ε˜).
Let us mention that M(A) can be viewed as a quantum transitive prin-
cipal groupoid on A, since when A ∼= Cn (i.e., when A is abelian) M(A) is
precisely the groupoid weak Kac algebra of the transitive principal groupoid
on a set of n elements.
Corollary 3.2.3 The dual weak Kac algebra Mˆ(A) has an algebra structure
⊕αβ Mnαnβ(C); there are comatrix units {Cklβijα}i,j=1...nα,
∆(Cklβijα ) =
∑
pqγ
Cpqγijα ⊗ Cklβpqγ , ε(Cklβijα ) = δαβδikδjl,
such that
Ckvβiuα · C v˜lβ˜u˜jα˜ =
1√
nαnβ
δαα˜δββ˜δuu˜δvv˜ C
klβ
ijα ,
1 =
∑
αβ ij
√
nαnβ C
kkβ
iiα ,
(Cklβijα )
∗
= C lkβjiα , S(C
klβ
ijα ) = C
jiα
lkβ .
Proof. A straightforward computation using the definition of dual weak
Kac algebra.
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